WAM precipitation, mainly due to the correction of SSCs. In fact, our results show that proper sea surface temperature (SST) in the Gulf of Guinea is a necessary condition for an adequate simulation of WAM precipitation, especially over the equatorial region of West Africa. It was found that the climate-change projections under RCP4.5 scenario obtained with the 3-step approach are substantially different from those obtained with usual downscaling approach in which the RCM is directly driven by the CGCM output; in the WAM region most of the differences in the projected climate changes came mainly from the empirical correction of SST.
Introduction
Coupled Global Climate Models (CGCMs) constitute privileged tools to study the consequences of changes in climate forcing under various scenarios. Their high computational cost however limits the resolution that can be used in century-long climate simulations; as example, the average grid mesh of CGCM participating in such centennial simulations in IPCC AR5 WGI (2013) was 321 km.
1 Such coarse resolution is insufficient for most climate impact studies. Consequently, downscaling (von Storch 1995; Abstract Dynamical downscaling of climate projections over a limited-area domain using a Regional Climate Model (RCM) requires boundary conditions (BC) from a Coupled Global Climate Model (CGCM) simulation. Biases in CGCM-generated BC can have detrimental effects in RCM simulations, so attempts to improve the BC used to drive the RCM simulations are worth exploring. It is in this context that an empirical method involving the bias correction of the sea-surface conditions (SSCs; sea-surface temperature and sea-ice concentration) simulated by a CGCM has been developed: The 3-step dynamical downscaling approach. The SSCs from a CGCM simulation are empirically corrected and used as lower BC over the ocean for an atmosphere-only global climate model (AGCM) simulation, which in turn provides the atmospheric lateral BC to drive the RCM simulation. We analyse the impact of this strategy on the simulation of the African climate, with a special attention to the West African Monsoon (WAM) precipitation, using the fifth-generation Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM5) over the CORDEX-Africa domain. The Earth System Model of the Max-Planck-Institut für Meteorologie (MPI-ESM-LR) is used as CGCM and a global version of CRCM5 is used as AGCM. The results indicate that the historical climate is much improved, approaching the skill of reanalysis-driven hindcast simulations. The most remarkable effect of this approach is the positive impact on the simulation of all aspects of the 1 3
Wigley 1997) is used to adapt the output of CGCMs climate projections to better address the needs of users. Empirical statistical downscaling (ESD) (e.g., von Storch et al. 1993; IPCC AR5 WGI 2013) has the double advantage of refining the resolution and removing biases in simulation climate statistics. ESD however requires ideally long, high-density and reliable observational database, and consistency amongst the adjusted climate variables is often lost. Dynamical downscaling (DD) using fine-mesh limited-area nested regional climate models (RCMs) driven by CGCM-simulated data as boundary condition (BC) (Giorgi 1990 ) is nowadays of common practice. DD with RCMs is more costly than ESD but it has the advantage that the simulated fields maintain their internal consistency. RCMs however suffer from the "garbage in, garbage out" syndrome (e.g., Wilby and Fowler 2010; Rummukainen 2010) in the sense that their simulation inherits the biases of the imposed BC. Hence in practice, the RCM-simulated data is often subjected to ESD to remove biases before it is used for climate impact studies (Christensen et al. 2008; Dosio and Paruolo 2011) .
Recognizing the sensitivity of RCM simulations to biases of CGCM data, it seems well worth trying to minimize these biases before using them as BC forcing, in the hope that this will reduce the need for applying ESD on RCM-simulated data, or at least reduce the magnitude of its corrections. Although there is an increasing number of RCMs that are coupled with regional ocean and sea-ice modules (e.g., Rockel 2015; Barring et al. 2014) , today still the majority of RCMs use CGCM-simulated sea-surface BC over the ocean as well as lateral BC in the atmosphere. Figure 1 (1st row) shows the systematic bias of sea-surface temperature (SST) in a specific CGCM (MPI-ESM-LR), although it must be noted that similar biases of SST occur in most CGCMs (IPCC AR5 WG1 2013; CMIP5: Taylor et al. 2012) . The largest biases occur near the coast of continents, often as a result of deficiencies in simulating processes such as marine stratocumulus, ocean upwelling or western boundary currents. Such SST biases undoubtedly have repercussions on ocean-surface fluxes of heat and moisture and on features of the atmospheric circulation that depend crucially upon such exchanges, such as storm tracks and monsoons.
Different methods of bias correction of the CGCMgenerated data used as driving BC for RCM simulations have been designed and tested recently. Some of these correct the mean bias of the CGCM (Bruyère et al. 2014; Done et al. 2015) , others corrects also the CGCM variance Yang 2012, 2015) . In some other studies, climatechange delta of SST and atmospheric fields from a given CGCM simulation are applied as perturbation to the current-climate reanalysis data, and then these fields are used as BC to drive the RCM simulation for a future time-slice period (Patricola and Cook 2010; Yu and Wang 2014) . Bruyère et al. (2014) corrected the mean bias of the CGCM while retaining its synoptic and climate variability by first decomposing the CGCM-simulated data as well as the atmospheric and SST reanalyses into a mean seasonally-varying climatological component and a perturbation component, and then constructing the BC for driving the RCM simulation by replacing the CGCM climatological mean component by that of the reanalyses. Yu and Wang (2014) did several experiments in which bias correction was applied to different sets of BC, containing synoptic forcing, monthly climatology with and without diurnal cycle. Different projections were obtained depending on the way the BC were considered. Their study highlights the fact that current approaches for bias correcting the BC to drive the RCM simulations contain physical inconsistencies that increase the uncertainties of RCM future projections. The authors called for additional research directed towards (1) the improvement of the physical consistencies of the bias-corrected BC or (2) the development of a new approach for the bias correction of BC for regional climate projections. Xu and Yang (2015) proposed an approach that combines CGCM mean bias and variance corrections with spectral nudging (SN) for driving the RCM simulation. The conclusion of their study revealed that using SN is not suitable for the downscaling of precipitation. Even for the other variables, they suggested using "reduced nudging". Moreover, they highlighted the importance of having better CGCM BC for the RCM projections.
In the ENSEMBLES (van der Linden and Mitchell 2009) or PRUDENCE projects, efforts were made towards reducing the BC biases from driving models when performing DD. In these projects, an intermediate-resolution AGCM was employed between the CGCM and RCM simulations for several GCM-RCM pairs of the experiment matrix (Déqué et al. 2014) . The AGCM used for lower BC over the ocean the observed SST to which was added the climate-change delta SST for the future periods.
Finally, Katzfey et al. (2009 Katzfey et al. ( , 2011 ) used a VariableResolution Global Atmospheric Model (VRGCM), the CSIRO atmospheric GCM CCAM (McGregor et al. 2002; McGregor and Dix 2008) , to dynamically downscale CGCM-simulated data with and without bias correction of the SST for ten July months. Their study shows that the simulation of precipitation is significantly improved for current climate when using the bias-corrected CGCM-SST as lower BC.
In this paper we experiment with a related bias-correction methodology that we will call the "3-step DD" technique. In this approach, sea-surface conditions simulated by a CGCM are empirically corrected and used as lower BC over the ocean for an intermediate-resolution
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AGCM simulation, which in turn will generate the atmospheric lateral BC to the RCM downscaling simulation, hence the name "3-step DD" (CGCM-AGCM-RCM), in contrast with the usual "2-step DD" (CGCM-RCM) used for example for CORDEX (Giorgi et al. 2009; Jones et al. 2011 ). An important advantage of the intermediate step in which the AGCM is forced by the corrected sea-surface conditions is that the atmosphere in this model has the possibility to adjust to the corrected SST/SIC fields, including not only the mean circulation but also the spatial and temporal variability. For example, if the location of the Gulf Stream is corrected, the position of the resulting jet stream stands a chance of being improved, as will be the storm track. We analyse the results of the application of the "3-step DD" over the CORDEX Africa domain using the fifthgeneration Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM5). Previous work using CRCM5 for climate simulations over this region showed for example that when driven by ERAInterim reanalyses, the CRCM5 is capable of reproducing the double rainy season in the region of the Guinea Coast . Two CGCM-driven CRCM5 simulations however missed this feature of the West African Monsoon (WAM), as did the CGCMs themselves . Moreover, both CGCMs (MPI-ESM-LR and CanESM2) exhibited strong SSTs biases in tropical and equatorial Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 3 in Laprise et al. 2013) . The 3-step DD over the CORDEX Africa domain reveals the extent to which the modified SSTs can improve the simulation of the West African Monsoon (WAM) precipitation.
The paper is organised as follows. The empirical correction methodology, the models description and the configuration of the simulations are presented in Sect. 2. Results for historical climate are discussed in Sect. 3. The climatechange projections follow in Sect. 4. Finally a summary of the findings and conclusions are presented in Sect. 5.
Methodology
First row of Fig. 1 shows the systematic bias of sea-surface temperature (SST) of the Max-Planck-Institut für Meteorologie Earth System model (hereinafter MPI-ESM-LR) that will be used as CGCM in this study; as mentioned before, similar biases occur in most CGCMs. The largest biases occur near continental coasts. Such SST biases are associated with atmospheric circulation biases, and the combination of these can have detrimental effects when used as BC to drive RCM historical and future scenario simulations.
In this paper an empirical BC bias correction method is tested, as described in the next section.
The 3-step dynamical downscaling using the SSC Bias correction
The basic assumption of the approach is that of persisting biases, assuming that biases in the historical simulation will persist in the future scenario projections; hence the SST and SIC simulated by a CGCM will be empirically corrected by subtracting the biases identified in simulating the historical period. The notation is as follows: (e.g. 1979-2008) . The corrected field ψ ′ (d, m, y) is defined as such that it will have no climatological bias over the historical period.
It is important to realise however that, with this correction procedure, the instantaneous fields ψ ′ (d, m, y) will be rather smooth compared to reanalyses because they retain the resolution of the CGCM fields ψ G (d, m, y) ; hence they will lack fine-scale features that may be present in the analysed fields ψ A (d, m, y) . Note also that the resulting corrected variable ψ ′ (d, m, y) retains the CGCM-simulated temporal variability and its evolution in future time, a good feature if it is trustworthy, a bad one if not. In Fig. 1 , the second row shows the time variability of SST in the CGCM historical simulation and the third row the corresponding fields from ERA-Interim reanalyses. One sees that, although there are differences, the CGCM succeeds in capturing the overall location and amplitude of most significant variability features.
It would be inappropriate to use the adjusted sea-surface fields directly as ocean BC in the RCM simulation because these fields would be inconsistent with the CGCM atmospheric fields (note however that we have done this experiment for testing, as discussed in Sect. 2.3). Hence the second step in the proposed procedure is to run an atmosphere-only GCM (AGCM) using as ocean BC the corrected sea-surface fields. The third and final step is to use the atmospheric fields from the AGCM simulation, together with the corrected sea-surface fields, as lateral atmospheric BC and surface ocean BC respectively, for driving an RCM simulation over the region of interest: in the present case, the CORDEX-Africa domain. Figure 2 shows a flowchart describing the proposed 3-step dynamical downscaling technique.
A detailed analysis of the time evolution of SIC after application of our empirical bias correction method has revealed incongruities in the margin between fully icecovered and ice-free regions. We believe however that these have little impact for the simulation of Africa's climate for two reasons: the distant location of Polar and African regions, and the fact that the region where the SIC is biascorrected is a rather narrow belt between fully ice-covered and ice-free regions, unlike the SST for which the bias correction is made over large portions of the globe. Hence, the impact of SIC biases (and its correction) is rather geographically limited; we are currently investigating alternative
approaches to the method described above for CORDEX Arctic simulations with CRCM5.
Model description
The RCM employed in this study is the fifth-generation Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM5). A detailed description of CRCM5 is given in Hernández-Díaz et al.
(2013, hereinafter HD13) and Laprise et al. (2013) . CRCM5 is based on a limited-area configuration of the Global Environment Multiscale (GEM) model (Bélair et al. 2005 (Bélair et al. , 2009 ) employed for numerical weather prediction by the Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC). The subgrid-scale physical parameterisations include the Kain and Fritsch (1990) deep-convection and Kuo-transient (Kuo 1965) shallow-convection schemes, as well as the Sundqvist et al. (1989) large-scale condensation scheme, the correlated-K scheme for solar and terrestrial radiations (Li and Barker 2005) , a subgrid-scale mountain gravitywave drag (McFarlane 1987) and low-level orographic blocking (Zadra et al. 2003) , a turbulent kinetic energy closure in the planetary boundary layer and vertical diffusion (Benoît et al. 1989; Delage and Girard 1992; Delage 1997) , and a weak ∇ 6 lateral diffusion. The land-surface scheme however is changed from ISBA used in GEM for the Canadian LAnd Surface Scheme (CLASS; Verseghy 2000 Verseghy , 2008 in its most recent version, CLASS 3.5. For these simulations 26 soil layers are used, reaching to a depth of 60 m as in Laprise et al. (2013) . Otherwise, as in HD13 and Laprise et al. (2013) , the standard CLASS distributions of sand and clay fields as well as the bare soil albedo values were replaced by data from the ECOCLIMAP database (Masson et al. 2003) . Finally, the interactive thermo-dynamical 1-D lake module (FLake model) was also used (see Martynov et al. 2010 Martynov et al. , 2012 . The CRCM5 was integrated over the CORDEX Africa domain (Fig. 3 ) with a horizontal grid spacing of 0.22°, with a 10-min timestep. The computational domain has 408 × 422 grid points, excluding the semi-Lagrangian halo but including a 10-grid-point wide sponge zone around the perimeter; hence the free domain is 388 × 402. In the vertical, 56 levels were used, with the top level near 10 hPa and the lowest level at 0.996 * p s where p s is the surface pressure. For diagnostic analysis most variables were archived at 3 hourly intervals, except precipitation and surface fluxes that were cumulated and archived at hourly intervals. The AGCM used in this study is a global version of CRCM5, with a regular latitude-longitude grid of 1° and 64 levels in the vertical, with a top level at 2 hPa, and a timestep of 45 min. Given that the AGCM does not involve coupling with an ocean, an intermediate resolution between that of the RCM and the CGCM could be afforded, which also possibly contributes to improving the lateral BC driving the RCM. Subgrid-scale physical parameterisations are the same of those of CRCM5, except for small differences in convection-related formulation to account for differences in resolution.
The CGCM used is MPI-ESM-LR, the Earth System model of the Max-Planck-Institut für Meteorologie (http:// www.mpimet.mpg.de/en/science.html), with the atmospheric component operating at T63, with a linear transform grid of approximately 2.85° and 47 levels in the vertical.
Simulation configuration
The MPI-ESM-LR simulation (referred to as Cgcm) covers the period 1949-2100, under historical and RCP4.5 emission scenario. The period 1979-2008 was chosen to calculate the SST and SIC biases with respect to ERA-Interim reanalyses. The corrected fields are then used as ocean surface BC for the AGCM simulation (referred to as Agcm_e, the subscript e being used as a reminder of the empirical correction applied to sea-surface fields) from 1949 to 2100 under historical and RCP4.5 emission scenario. Finally, this Agcm_e simulation will provide the atmospheric lateral BC for the CRCM5 simulation over the CORDEX-Africa domain for the same period (1949-2100), using the corrected sea-surface fields; this simulation will be referred to Fig. 2 Flowchart of the 3-step dynamical downscaling approach. Note that while in the Agcm and Rcm sea-ice concentration (SIC) and sea-surface temperature (SST) are specified, sea-ice thickness and sea-ice temperature are calculated as Rcm/Agcm_e, and it will be compared to that driven by the Cgcm following the usual two-step dynamical downscaling, noted as Rcm/Cgcm.
In addition to the 3-step DD simulation (Rcm/Agcm_e) and the usual 2-step DD simulation (Rcm/Cgcm), some other test simulations have been performed, which occasionally will be commented upon in analysing the results.
These include: a CRCM5 simulation driven by the atmospheric lateral BC from the CGCM but with the corrected sea-surface BC (noted Rcm/Cgcm_*e); two other AGCMdriven CRCM5 simulations: one with the uncorrected CGCM-simulated sea-surface fields (noted Rcm/Agcm_u) and another with the ERA-Interim analysed sea-surface fields (Rcm/Agcm_o); and finally a reanalysis-driven hindcast simulation (Rcm/ReAn). All but Rcm/Agcm_o and Rcm/ReAn were performed for the 1949-2100 time period. It must be clearly recognized however that Rcm/Cgcm_*e represents an incoherent combination of atmospheric lateral and ocean surface BC. The comparison of Rcm/ Agcm_u and Rcm/Cgcm allows identifying the impact of using an intermediate-resolution AGCM, while the comparison of Rcm/Agcm_o and Rcm/ReAn allows identifying the impact of AGCM structural errors upon the RCM hindcast simulation. In summary, for this study a total of 3 AGCM simulations and 6 RCM simulations have been carried on as shown in Table 1 .
For the reanalysis-driven CRCM5 simulation (Rcm/ ReAn) lateral BC and sea-surface BC came from the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasting (Huffman et al. 2001) , and the TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission; Huffman et al. 2007 ) dataset, on a 0.25° grid at 3 hourly (3B42) and monthly intervals (3B43), covering the period from 1998 to present. ERA-Interim reanalyses at 0.75° (available from 1979) is also used as reference for some comparisons.
Historical climate simulation results
In this section we analyse the results of CRCM5 historical simulations comparing the skill of the 3-step DD simulation (Rcm/Agcm_e) with that of the 2-step DD simulation (Rcm/Cgcm), as well as with hindcast ERA-driven simulation (Rcm/ReAn) over the CORDEX Africa domain.
Seasonal mean climatology
Figures 4 and 5 show the biases of the Rcm/Cgcm, Rcm/ Agcm_e and Rcm/ReAn simulations, for 2-m temperature compared to CRU analysis of observations over land for [1989] [1990] [1991] [1992] [1993] [1994] [1995] [1996] [1997] [1998] [1999] [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] (Fig. 4) , and for precipitation compared to GPCP2 for 1998-2008 (Fig. 5) , for January-FebruaryMarch (JFM) in the left column and for July-AugustSeptember (JAS) in the right column. The last row shows the difference between the Rcm/Agcm_e and Rcm/Cgcm historical simulations to illustrate the impact of the 3-step DD with empirical correction of sea-surface fields. Figure 4 shows that the Rcm/Cgcm exhibits a large cold bias in JFM over most of the African continent (except Central African Republic and Democratic Republic of Congo), which is greatly reduced in Rcm/Agcm_e; in fact the Rcm/ Agcm_e bias approaches the structural bias found in Rcm/ ReAn. The last row shows that correcting the warm bias in southeastern Atlantic Ocean surface temperature results in a beneficial warming and reduction of the important cold bias in southern Africa (Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe and South Africa). In JAS there is a small warming in Rcm/ Agcm_e over northeastern Africa (Libya, Egypt, Sudan, Ethiopia and Somalia) that nearly removes the cold bias of Rcm/Cgcm there. In fact the skill of Rcm/Agcm_e is very similar to that of Rcm/ReAn. Comparing these results with those of Rcm/Agcm_u (not shown) reveals that most of the improvement with Rcm/Agcm_e in JFM comes from the use of the sea-surface bias correction and not from the use of the intermediate-resolution AGCM, although both factors contribute in JAS. Figure 5 shows substantial precipitation biases in the Rcm/Cgcm. There is a particularly large wet bias over the eastern South Atlantic Ocean and western Indian Ocean in JFM, and a dipole bias over the West African Monsoon region in JAS, with excessive precipitation over the Guinea Gulf coast region and a dry bias over the Sahel. These biases are substantially reduced in the Rcm/Agcm_e simulation, whose precipitation biases in fact approach the structural biases found in the Rcm/ReAn simulation. Comparing these results with those of Rcm/Agcm_u (not shown) reveals that most of the improvement in Rcm/ Agcm_e again comes from the use of the sea-surface bias correction, except for the reduction of the wet bias over western Indian Ocean in JFM that arises to a large extent from the use of the intermediate-resolution AGCM.
Annual cycle of precipitation
The mean annual cycles of precipitation for six of the African-CORDEX regions shown in Fig. 3b are displayed in Fig. 6 . The most striking effect of the 3-step DD with the empirical correction of the SSTs can be seen in the WA-S region (panel b), where the bimodality of the annual cycle present in the observations and the reanalysis-driven simulation (Rcm/ReAn) that was lost in the Rcm/Cgcm simulation is recovered with the empirically corrected SST in Rcm/Agcm_e. The analysis of the 3-step DD without correction of the SST, Rcm/Agcm_u, (not shown) confirms that the improvement arises from the corrected SST and not from the use of the intermediate-resolution AGCM. For the other regions, the 3-step DD (Rcm/Agcm_e) shows an improved representation of the annual cycle of precipitation, nearly as good as the hindcast simulation driven by the reanalysis (Rcm/ReAn) and even sometimes coincidentally better (e.g., CA-NH region, panel d). In the WA-S region as well as in the two other equatorial regions (CA-NH and CA-SH), even the sensitivity test simulation Rcm/ Cgcm_*e gives good results (not shown). The analysis of the AGCM-simulated precipitation (not shown) revealed that the simulations with good SST (Agcm_e and Agcm_o) are also capable of simulating the two peaks of rainfall in this region, unlike the CGCM and the AGCM without SST correction (Agcm_u) that both produced only one peak. Figure 7 shows the simulated diurnal cycle of precipitation compared to that of the TRMM dataset for the period (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) over the same six regions and for different 3-or 4-month periods corresponding to the local rainy season. Table 1 Matrix of simulations carried out in this study. Three AGCM simulations have been done to serve as lateral BC to drive the RCM: one using the observed SSC (Agcm_o), one using the uncorrected CGCM-simulated SSC (Agcm_u) and finally the one using the empirically corrected CGCM SSC (Agcm_e). Six RCM simulations have been done: a reanalyses-driven RCM simulation (Rcm/ReAn), a CGCM-driven RCM simulation (Rcm/Cgcm), three AGCM-driven RCM simulations (Rcm/Agcm_e, Rcm/Agcm_u and Rcm/Agcm_o), and another CGCM-driven RCM simulation with the empirically corrected SSC (Rcm/Cgcm*e). All but Rcm/Agcm_o and Rcm/ReAn were performed for the 1949-2100 time period, Rcm/Agcm_o and Rcm/ReAn were performed for the period 1979-2008 Fig. 4 Bias of the 2-m temperature for 1989-2008 compared to observational dataset CRU available over land, for the historical simulations Rcm/ Cgcm (1st row) and Rcm/ Agcm_e (2nd row), and for the hindcast simulation Rcm/ReAn (3rd row). The 4th row shows the difference between the Rcm/ Agcm_e and Rcm/Cgcm historical simulations Fig. 5 As Fig. 4 , but for precipitation for the period 1998-2008. In this case the observational dataset is GPCP2
Diurnal cycle of precipitation
Overall there is a fairly good representation of the phase of diurnal variation of precipitation, but with a general tendency for the daily maximum to occur somewhat too early, especially over WA-S, a common feature of most models over Africa (Nikulin et al. 2012 ). The excessive precipitation intensity in the Rcm/Cgcm simulations is greatly reduced in Rcm/Agcm_e, approaching the skill of the hindcast simulation Rcm/ReAn. An exception is the SA-E region, where in addition the Rcm/Agcm_e and Rcm/ReAn simulated precipitation differ substantially and none of the simulations appear to be able to reproduce the signature of the TRMM analysis of observations. Comparison with e Central Africa-Southern Hemisphere (CA-SH), and f South AfricaEast (SA-E) 3-Step dynamical downscaling with empirical correction of sea-surface conditions: application… 1 3 the sensitivity experiments simulations Rcm/Agcm_u and Rcm/Cgcm_*e (not shown) suggests that the improvement in the representation of the diurnal cycle of precipitation in the three equatorial regions (WA-S, CA-NH and CA-SH) is a result of the correction of the sea-surface conditions. Figure 8 shows the daily precipitation intensity distribution (DPID) as calculated in Laprise et al. (2013) over six Africa regions, for the CRCM5 simulations compared to the TRMM observational dataset for the period (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) . Different three-month periods are used for different regions, chosen to correspond to the maximum rain season. Overall the CRCM5 succeeds in reproducing the location of the peak in the distribution, around 16-32 mm da −1
Daily precipitation intensity distributions
. The excessive precipitation quantity and intensity simulated over WA-S (panel b) by Rcm/Cgcm is greatly improved in Rcm/Agcm_e. Similar but more modest improvements are also noted in the CA-NH and CA-SH regions (panels d and e). All the regions (except the EA region; panel c) exhibit an improved DPID by the use of the 3-step DD technique, the WA-S being the most impacted.
The analysis of the DPID of the corresponding driving models (not shown) suggests that in the WA-N region (panel a), it is the differences between the driving models more than the SSC that accounts for the different representation of the DPID. In the equatorial regions WA-S, CA-NH and CA-SH, however, it seems to be the correction in SSC that has the largest impact in improving the representation of the DPID.
These results document how different are the regional impacts of the various modifications: the empirical correction of the SSC, the use of an intermediate-resolution AGCM, and the combined effect of both, in our DD simulation over Africa.
West African Monsoon
The WAM is not only one of the most important elements of the African climate but also a complex system where the interaction between the surface (ocean and land) and the atmosphere is crucial for the representation of the precipitation. Figure 9 presents Hovmöller-type diagrams showing time-latitude cross-sections of precipitation throughout the year, after applying a 31-day moving average to the daily precipitation values to remove high-frequency variability. The values correspond to the average over the region between 10°W to 10°E and 5°N to 20°N, averaged for the period 1997-2008. Besides the observational data from GPCP, are shown the CRCM5 hindcast simulations driven by the Reanalyses (Rcm/ReAn), and the CRCM5 historical simulations driven by the CGCM (Rcm/Cgcm) and by the AGCM with empirical correction of sea-surface conditions (Rcm/Agcm_e). The typical signature of WAM with seasonal displacement of rainfall showing a double peak at 5°N (in May and September) and a single one around 10°N in August is noted in GPCP. All CRCM5 simulations show an excessive amount of precipitation in the southern part and a deficit in the northern part. The Rcm/Cgcm simulation (as well as the Rcm/Agcm_u; not shown) completely fails to show the double peak and exhibits the most excessive precipitation amounts around days 200-250 between 0 and 10°N when in fact occurs the minimum precipitation there. This is also the case for the corresponding driving models (Cgcm and Agcm_u; not shown). The double peak that was simulated in the hindcast simulation Rcm/ReAn is recovered in the Rcm/Agcm_e simulation (as well as in the Rcm/Agcm_o and Rcm/Cgcm_*e simulations; not shown), showing the positive impact of the empirical correction of the warm SST bias in the Gulf of Guinea. Unlike the Cgcm simulation, the Agcm_e and Agcm_o simulations (not shown) are capable of reproducing the seasonal migration of rainfall in the region of the WAM.
The sensitivity of RCM simulated WAM precipitation to the driving BC was highlighted, for example, in the studies of Moufouma-Okia and Rowell (2010) and Laprise et al. (2013) . In the first, experiments performed for six WAM rainy seasons in order to determine the relative impact of initial soil moisture and driving BC on the simulation of the WAM, showed that the magnitude and spatial distribution of simulated precipitation were substantially dominated by the driving BC. On their side, Laprise et al. (2013) found that biases present in the CGCMs used for their RCM simulations had detrimental impact on the simulated WAM precipitation in the region of the Guinea Coast (WA-S). As it is the evolution of the interaction between the cold tongue in the region of the Guinea Gulf and the thermal low located over the Sahara (Saharan Heat Low, SHL; Lavaysse et al. 2009 ) that regulates the WAM rainfall migration (Thorncroft et al. 2010; Lafore et al. 2010) , it is evident that having good sea-surface BC and its corresponding atmospheric BC is of paramount importance for the simulation of the WAM precipitation in RCMs.
The results shown here confirm that good sea-surface conditions are essential for the proper representation of rainfall in the region of the WAM, especially in the region of the Guinea Coast (WA-S). This is in accord with the study of Nguyen et al. (2011) that highlighted the link between the sea-surface conditions in the equatorial and southeast Atlantic Ocean and WAM precipitation in the region of the Guinea Coast.
Climate-change projections
In this section we analyse the effect of the 3-step DD on the projected climate changes in 2-m temperature and precipitation. Figure 10 shows the CRCM5-projected 2-m temperature changes for the end of the twenty-first century (2071-2100) compared to the reference period , for JFM (left panels) and JAS (right panels), using the 2-step (Rcm/Cgcm) and 3-step (Rcm/Agcm_e) DD technique. For both seasons, the simulated climate becomes progressively warmer as the end of the century approaches, the warming in the JAS season being generally larger than that in JFM.
Interestingly enough the 3-step DD climate-change projection gives a somewhat different pattern of warming than the 2-step DD, and the magnitude of warming is smaller. In particular, the location of the maximum warming notably differs between the Rcm/Cgcm and Rcm/Agcm_e projections. The comparison with the sensitivity test simulation Rcm/Agcm_u (not shown) revealed that the differences in the projected 2-m temperature changes between the two DD techniques came mainly from the empirical correction of the sea-surface correction in JFM, but in JAS the use of the intermediate-resolution AGCM contributed substantially also. The last row in Fig. 10 shows the difference between the Rcm/Cgcm and Rcm/Agcm_e average 2-m temperature projected for the period 2071-2100. We see that these differences have a lot in common with the corresponding average simulated climate for the historical period 1989-2008 shown in the last row in Fig. 4 . Figure 11 shows the corresponding projected changes in seasonal mean precipitation. For JFM the magnitudes of projected precipitation changes are small over the continent but larger over the ocean in the southeastern part of the domain with both DD methods. For JAS there is a substantial difference between the projected precipitation changes obtained with the two DD methods in the latitude band between 0 and 15°N, with the 3-step DD projected changes being smaller in magnitude and spatial extension than the 2-step DD projected changes. The comparison with the sensitivity test simulation Rcm/Agcm_u (not shown) revealed again that the differences in the projected precipitation changes between the two DD techniques came mainly from the empirical correction of the sea-surface correction, not from the use of the intermediate-resolution AGCM.
The last row in Fig. 11 shows the difference between the Rcm/Cgcm and Rcm/Agcm_e average precipitation projected for the 2071-2100 period; these differences have also a lot in common with the corresponding average simulated climate for the historical period 1989-2008 shown in the last row in Fig. 5 .
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a strategy for dynamical downscaling with empirical correction of sea-surface fields, nicknamed the 3-step dynamical downscaling approach. We analysed the impact of this strategy on the simulation of the African climate, in particular, on the simulation of the WAM precipitation, using the fifth-generation Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM5) over the CORDEXAfrica domain.
The 3-step dynamical downscaling approach can be described as follows. The sea-surface conditions (SSC; sea-surface temperature, SST; and sea-ice concentration, SIC) from a simulation of a coarse-mesh coupled global climate model (CGCM), in this case the Earth System Model of the Max-Planck-Institut für Meteorologie (MPI-ESM-LR), were empirically corrected by subtracting the bias calculated over the historical period, and used as seasurface boundary condition (BC) for a simulation of an atmosphere-only GCM (AGCM), in this case an intermediate-resolution global version of CRCM5. The output of this AGCM simulation is used as atmospheric lateral BC to drive the RCM (in this case, the CRCM5) simulation. This approach of using an intermediate step in which an AGCM is forced by the corrected sea-surface conditions has the important advantage that the atmosphere in this model has the possibility to adjust to the corrected SSC fields, including not only the mean circulation but also the spatial and temporal variability.
Despite its relative simplicity, the proposed 3-step dynamical downscaling technique with empirically corrected SSC shows substantial improvements in simulating the historical climate. For example, the bimodal distribution of precipitation over southern part of West Africa (WA-S region) that was absent in the CGCM-driven CRCM5 simulation (Rcm/Cgcm) was recovered in the simulation driven by the AGCM using empirically corrected SSC (Rcm/Agcm_e). Overall the Rcm/Agcm_e simulation exhibited smaller biases in precipitation and 2-m temperature than the Rcm/Cgcm simulation. In fact the skill of Rcm/Agcm_e in reproducing the historical climate approaches that of reanalysis-driven hindcast simulations (Rcm/ReAn). This is interesting given that only the average SSC bias was corrected, the time variability remaining untouched, and the fact that the resulting empirically corrected SSC fields have the coarse resolution of the CGCM rather than the fine resolution of reanalyses. It should be noted however that with regard to the resolution of the corrected SSCs, the conclusion might be different for other regions of the world where strong gradients of SST play an important role in the local weather, such as over the Gulf Stream off the East Coast of North America.
Several sensitivity test experiments were also conducted in order to analyse the respective impact on the CRCM5 simulations of (1) the bias correction of SSC, (2) the change of driving atmospheric model (AGCM vs. CGCM), and (3) the combination of both modifications as in the 3-step DD. For the historical climate, it has been found that SSC bias correction has the largest impact on the simulated precipitation and 2-m temperature while the use of the intermediate-resolution AGCM was important for the reduction of the wet bias over western Indian Ocean in JFM and for improving the DPID of the WA_N region. The most striking effect of the bias correction of SSC was found in the representation of the WAM precipitation.
Remarkable differences were found between the climate changes projected by the 2-and 3-step DD methods. Over the continent, the 3-step DD projected warming is smaller in magnitude and extension than that of the 2-step DD. There is also a substantial difference between the projected precipitation changes, particularly in the West African Monsoon region, with the 3-step DD projected changes being smaller in magnitude and extension than those of the 2-step DD. The comparison with the sensitivity test simulations revealed that the differences in the projected climate changes between the two DD techniques came mainly from the empirical correction of the SSC, although there were regions and variables for which the use of the intermediateresolution AGCM also contributed substantially.
It has been shown that the driving BC are the major contribution to the uncertainties in regional climate projections (Déqué et al. 2007; Rowell 2006) , although the contribution of the different sources of uncertainties depends on the region, the season and the variable. For example, in a similar experiment carried over Europe (Déqué et al. 2014) , it was found that SST correction had little impact on the simulated 2-m temperature and precipitation biases, but the improved atmospheric lateral BC as a consequence of using an intermediate-resolution AGCM had a large impact in reducing biases in the historical period for JJA and SON seasons; for the other seasons however, results were different. There also, the climate response was modified with respect to the standard procedure of 2-step DD.
The reduction of systematic biases in historical GCMdriven RCM simulations is a positive outcome of the proposed 3-step DD. Due to the empirical nature of the correction that assumes that historical biases of SSC persist in the future, it is of course impossible to say whether the differences in projected climate changes with the 3-step DD compared to those obtained with the usual 2-step DD are beneficial or not. But certainly the difference in projected changes is part of the modelling uncertainty at regional scale (Déqué et al. 2007 ). An advantage of the reduced bias of historical GCM-driven RCM simulations is a reduced need for empirical adjustment of RCM-simulated data for use by impact community. Another advantage of the 3-step DD-technical this one-is that there is no need for RCM modellers to import large volume of high temporal resolution, three-dimensional atmospheric fields from a CGCM to drive their RCM at the lateral BC; only one-dimensional surface fields of SST and SIC suffice.
Regarding the choice for the AGCM in the intermediate step, it is possible to use either an atmosphere-only version of the CGCM that provides the SSC or to use a global version of the RCM, as was the case here. In the first case, with the same formulation of the CGCM, the AGCM presumably retains its properties and overall behaviour such as climate sensitivity, climatological biases, etc. In the second case, the nesting technique is facilitated because such AGCM will share identical formulation with RCM (prognostic variables, subgrid-scale parameterisations, vertical coordinate, etc.). When performing dynamical downscaling of an ensemble of CGCMs as part of a coordinated experiment such as CORDEX for example, the use of the same AGCM (as a global extension of the RCM) may reduce the spread of climate changes across the ensemble; it remains to be shown whether this is a problem in practical applications.
Finally, it could be interesting if some CGCM participating to the upcoming CMIP6 could add to the matrix of available data the output of century-long simulations using their AGCM version with corrected SSCs as in our intermediate step. They could choose between the Bias-correction (as we did) and the Delta method (Current observation plus CGCM Climate-change projection, as the ENSEMBLES and PRUDENCE projects did).
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